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Installation instructions for PlybooDex™ using the Deck Clip installation system.
Platform- 16” spacers.

Ie.

As with all blind fastening systems, the first row as well as the final row of boards will be fastened down to
the deck structure using a screw fastener through the face of the board. To Prepare this first board, cut
off the groove on one edge of the decking plank to provide a clean solid front edge. You will leave the
groove on the inside edge of the plank to receive the first row of Deck Clips. With our 2” “Square-drive”
screws, pre-drill a 3/16” hole, one inch in from the front edge and insert a screw every 16 to 24 inches
along the edge. This screw is strong so you can drive it just slightly below the surface of the deck board.
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Insert a clip in the slot and slide in a screw and drive the screw in till it just touches the top of the clip. (see picture)
The clips should be just level, do not over tighten or they will by slanted, amking ti difficult to side the next board in
place

Slide the next board in place making sure that the clip and the groove are will engaged, but noting that they do not
need to be fully positioned yet. Next tighten the clips to about the halfway point, this will be about 2/3 the way on a
clutch drill. The clip should begin to butterfly slightly. Now just tap the board into place with a mallet until the desired
gap is achieved. The Deck Clip will hold the board in position. Then fully seat the screw head. It should nest right into
the counter sunk slot in the tip of the clip.
Continue this procedure till the deck is completed. On the last boards as with the first row, you will need to clip one
side and pre-drill and screw the other side into place. Now if you plank to place a skirting board around the face or
install steps, risers or railings, you are ready to begin.
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